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In her third exhibition with Esther Shipper, CEAL FLOYER presents eight works that gently comment on art history
as well as everyday life.
CEAL FLOYER draws from minimalist and conceptualist strategies. While employing everyday objects in a very
precise way, her work expands with contemplation on the interplay between title, object and apparatus of display.
With a subtle sense of humor that often touches the absurd her work resonates with philosophical ideas and challenge one’s notions of perception.
Berlin-based, CEAL FLOYER (b. 1968) has exhibited widely, including the 53 rd Venice Biennale, 2009. She was
the subject of solo shows at Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2009), MADRE, Naples (2008), and KW Institute for Contemporary Arts, Berlin (2008). FLOYER graduated from Goldsmiths College in 1994 and was awarded the prestigious
Nationalgalerie Prize for Young Art in 2007. Her work is in major museum collections including Tate Modern and
MoMA, New York. She will take part in abc - art berlin contemporary September 7-11, 2011.

Installation view

Welcome, 2011
The ready-made welcome mat is installed at the entrance door to the exhibition space, rotated by 180°, welcoming the viewer out.

Welcome, 2011
The ready-made welcome mat is installed at the entrance door to the exhibition space, rotated by 180°, welcoming the viewer out.

Untitled (Glass), 2011
„Untitled (Glass)“ is a photograph hung at ear level on the chosen wall of the exhibition space. The initial idea to put a glass
to a wall to hear what is said on the other side of it is part of our cultural vernacular. To make a photograph of a glass and
hang it on the wall alludes to the notion of trompe l‘oeil, like in the earlier work „Projection“ where Floyer projects an image of
a nail, the structure that supports traditional visual art, onto a white wall.

Do Not Remove, 2011
„Do Not Remove“ defines a rectangular area on a wall. Apart from one sign that states „Do Not Remove“ in white lettering on red the wall
only shows a symmetric pattern of holes that are fitted with dowels. The pattern suggests that the wall had been closely covered with signs
of the same size as the „Do Not Remove“ sign, which apparently have been removed. Ceal Floyer links this work to earlier pieces as „No
Positions Available, 2007“, were in fact an entire wall was covered with signs stating „No Positions Available“.

Do Not Remove, 2011 (detail)
„Do Not Remove“ defines a rectangular area on a wall. Apart from one sign that states „Do Not Remove“ in white lettering on red the wall
only shows a symmetric pattern of holes that are fitted with dowels. The pattern suggests that the wall had been closely covered with signs
of the same size as the „Do Not Remove“ sign, which apparently have been removed. Ceal Floyer links this work to earlier pieces as „No
Positions Available, 2007“, were in fact an entire wall was covered with signs stating „No Positions Available“.

Ladder, 2010
„Ladder“ takes another everyday household object as its starting point. This time the aluminium ladder is modified and deprived of its original function, so that the beginning and end of the journey are there but literally the steps in between are taken away.

Page 8680 of 8680, 2010
„Page 8680 of 8680“, consists of 8086 pieces of A4 paper, each page numbered ‚ „Page 8680 of 8680“ and all of them stacked up above
each other neatly to assume the shape of a plinth. A play on shapes, it refers to the work, „Things“ having the same height as the plinths in
that work.

Page 8680 of 8680, 2010 (detail)
„Page 8680 of 8680“, consists of 8086 pieces of A4 paper, each page numbered ‚ „Page 8680 of 8680“ and all of them stacked up above
each other neatly to assume the shape of a plinth. A play on shapes, it refers to the work, „Things“ having the same height as the plinths in
that work.

Viewer, 2011
„Viewer“ is a standard, metal door viewer is installed in a window facing outside. While placed at the same height it would commonly be
situated the door viewer contains a compressed version of the view the spectators would have looking through the window. „Viewer“ could
be read as a minimal gesture containing a maximum of visual content.

Diptych (Pending), 2011
„Diptych (Pending)“ consists of one large sheet of paper, which on closer inspection shows a perforated line running verticaly through the
middle of the paper. The perforation suggests that any moment the single sheets of paper could become two separate, but equal entities.

Diptych (Pending), 2011 (detail)
„Diptych (Pending)“ consists of one large sheet of paper, which on closer inspection shows a perforated line running verticaly through the
middle of the paper. The perforation suggests that any moment the single sheets of paper could become two separate, but equal entities.

Line Busy (German), 2011
„Line Busy (German)“ is an installation of speakers that play the tone of a busy telephone line. While the speakers are arranged in a horizontal line, Floyer modified the tone in a way that the silent intervals between the beeps are filled with beeps themselves creating a constant
monotonous sound. The visual line of the speakers and the sound of a modified telephone tone are conceptually crossed to one line.

Line Busy (German), 2011
„Line Busy (German)“ is an installation of speakers that play the tone of a busy telephone line. While the speakers are arranged in a horizontal line, Floyer modified the tone in a way that the silent intervals between the beeps are filled with beeps themselves creating a constant
monotonous sound. The visual line of the speakers and the sound of a modified telephone tone are conceptually crossed to one line.

LIST OF WORKS
Ceal Floyer
Viewer, 2011
Door viewer, window
Edition of 3 plus 2 artist‘s proofs
(CF 193)
€ 18,000.00 + Tax
Ceal Floyer
Do Not Remove, 2011
Wall plugs, ready-made „Do not Remove“ sign, wall
Variable
Edition of 3 plus 2 artist‘s proofs
(CF 191)
€ 30,000.00 + Tax
Ceal Floyer
Untitled (Glass), 2011
Color photograph mounted on aluminium dibond
46 x 63 cm
Edition of 6 plus 2 artist‘s proofs
(CF 192)
€ 12,000.00 + Tax
Ceal Floyer
Line Busy (German), 2011
Loud speakers, wall
Variable
(CF 190)
€ 35,000.00 + Tax
Ceal Floyer
Welcome, 2011
Ready-made welcome mat
3 x 60 x 3,5 cm
Edition of 3 plus 2 artist proofs
(CF 189)
€ 12,000.00 + Tax
Ceal Floyer
Page 8680 of 8680, 2010
8680 pages of A4 paper
125 x 21 x 29,7 cm
Edition of 3 plus 2 artist‘s proofs
(CF 182)
€ 18,000.00 + Tax
Ceal Floyer
Ladder, 2010
Aluminium Ladder
279 x 35 x 5 cm
Edition of 3 plus 2 artist‘s proofs
(CF 184)
€ 15,000.00 + Tax

Ceal Floyer
Diptych (Pending), 2011
Perforated white paper
150 x 220 cm
Edition of 3 plus 2 artist‘s proofs
(CF 187)
€ 15,000.00 + Tax
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